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The CaseEnsemble
TM

 system is an innovative, web-based extranet 

collaboration tool designed for legal matter management. 

CaseEnsemble technology allows legal teams from different 

organizations and remote offices to share a single, secure, 

online area to track case information, maintain a master 

calendar, collaborate on documents and post work product. 

With its off-the-shelf, instantly customizable configurations, 

the CaseEnsemble system can harmonize even the most 

dissonant complex litigation matters within hours.  

J a case calendar tool that allows team 

members to work with one master calendar

J a project management tool that tracks tasks, 

assignments, and important dates

J a document collaboration tool that enables 

document editing, tracking, and full-text or 

keyword searching

J a case management tool that tracks matter 

data points such as court, counsel, and 

plaintiff information

J a bulletin board tool that allows team 

members to post items of interest

J an e-mail notification tool that can notify 

team members when information of interest 

is added, or alert them to approaching due 

dates

J a customization tool that offers users “shrink-

wrap” settings for many different types of 

mattersharmonize

technology

userssystem features

The defense of large-scale litigation requires coordination among 

a number of different players: in-house legal teams, law firms, in-

surers, co-defendants, court reporters, consultants, and others. The 

CaseEnsembleTM system can be scaled to accommodate as many different 

parties, proceedings, and players as is approprate for any given litigation 

strategy. Its immediate, real-time coordination features significantly reduce the 

number of hours spent on litigation support—translating into savings. Costs asso-

ciated with faxes, overnight mail, telephone calls, and photocopying are substantially 

reduced. Plus, sophisticated CaseEnsemble reporting and collaboration tools allow the 

legal team to focus their energies on litigation strategy and results, rather than on process.

The CaseEnsemble technology is hosted on secure servers 

maintained by Xerdict Group LLC, the developer behind 

CaseEnsemble’s premier services. Advanced, accessible and 

secure, the CaseEnsemble system leverages a powerful database 

and is delivered over the web, so no specific software or hardware is 

needed to use it. The system can be accessed 24 hours a day, seven 

days a week, from anywhere in the world, via an internet connection.

 

CaseEnsemble’s easy accessibility does not compromise security. Data is 

encrypted at the highest possible level, and the application uses numerous other 

best-in-breed technology security strategies to protect client data.
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